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Internally-DrIven Change
anD Feature COrrespOnDenCe In ObjeCt representatIOn:

a Key tO ChIlDren’s essentIalIsm?

maCIej haman
university of Warsaw

two experiments were run to investigate how preschoolers use the pattern of an object’s 
change as a cue to noticing correlations among the object’s subsequent features. Four-year-old 
children were familiarized with either an internally or externally-driven transformation of an 
object, and tested for identification of an animation that did not match the familiar sequence 
of the object’s features. In both experiments children in the internal-change group identified 
the incorrect sequence significantly more quickly than in the external-change condition. 
these results strongly suggest that perception of internally-driven transformation facilitates 
the formation of and/or access to a representation of correspondences between subsequent 
features of an object. the possible role of this mechanism in essentialist thinking is discussed 
at the end of the paper.
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perception of dynamic events is a rich source of conceptually relevant infor-
mation. For example, the pattern of motion allows us to determine an object’s 
structure, infer goals, predict the outcome of between-object interaction, link an 
object’s features into cohesive bundles, and trigger other kinds of abstract concep-
tual thinking. however, while most research has focused on motion, less is known 
about perception of an object’s change. the research presented here is an attempt 
to fill this gap. 

Change can be highly informative about an object and its category. many ob-
jects keep specific tracks of change; they develop, grow, wear. In some cases these 
changes have evident external causes, in other cases they are internally-driven 
(e.g., developmental changes of living things). perception and understanding of 
an object’s change involves mechanisms to track the object’s identity, and feature 
correlations and succession. the perceiver should be able to recognize an object 
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as the same entity even after very radical transformation, and to understand how 
its early, sometimes hidden properties determine its final state. at the conceptual 
level such a mechanism is comprised in the “essentialist stance” (s. gelman, 2003). 
the purpose of the present study is to investigate a possible perceptual mechanism 
that could facilitate this way of thinking.

Change detection seems to be an important cognitive mechanism of object 
cognition. For example, infants pay attention to object changes in dynamic physical 
events very early in development (Wang & baillargeon, 2007), as far as the changing 
feature is included in the child’s causal model of an event. surprisingly, up to now 
no one has studied children’s perception of internally-driven object transformation, 
although there have been studies of the conceptualization of natural change and its 
origins by preschoolers at the level of verbal descriptions. a well-known study by 
Keil (1989) showed that although 5-year-olds are indeterminate whether an animal 
can turn into another animal by surgery, they would not accept cross-ontological 
transformations (e.g., from an artifact into an animal). Other studies show that for 
children, the initial state, origin, and internal structure are the best predictors of the 
outcome of natural change. In one of gelman and Wellman’s (1991) experiments 
58% of 4-year-olds consistently predicted that a seed will grow into its “parent” 
kind, even if cultivated like another plant species.

the hypothesis tested here is that perception of an internally-driven change 
facilitates representation of correspondences between an object’s features, es-
pecially those that characterize the initial state and become invisible during the 
change, and the most salient final-state features. If true, this could be a possible 
perceptual mechanism triggering some form of an essentialist scheme. In order to 
test whether preschoolers make use of such mechanisms, we have designed a set 
of simple animations of objects that undergo either internally or externally-driven 
change with salient, visible features at the start and at the end of the process. to 
avoid any intervention from category knowledge, the objects were unfamiliar to the 
children, relatively simple, and lacking any features that could suggest ontological 
kind (living, artificial, or inanimate-natural).

Experiment 1

Method

Participants

Forty-nine 4-year-old children participated (29 girls, 20 boys, mean age 4;7, 
range 3;8-5;7). twenty-four of them were randomly assigned to the “internal change” 
condition, and 25 to the “external change” condition. they were recruited from 5 
preschools in Warsaw and mostly belonged to urban middle class families. Written 
informed consent was obtained from all participants’ parents before testing.
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Materials

3D animations showing the transformation of one of two objects (a rounded 
cone-like one and a spindle-shaped one) were created. each object could appear 
in one of two colors (red or blue). after 2 seconds of still phase a change started: 
spherical bubbles would either start growing from the object’s surface (internally-
driven change) or would start approaching from outside of the screen (external 
change). the bubbles initially matched the object’s color, but they gradually turned 
gray. this phase lasted about 12 seconds, and as an outcome, the initial object was 
fully covered with gray bubbles. then a smaller, colored (red or blue) bubble ei-
ther grew from the object or flew in from outside, and got centrally placed on the 
transformed object. the whole event ended after 19.5 seconds from onset, and the 
image remained still for at least 2 seconds. a total of 16 animations were created 
(2 object shapes x 2 colors x 2 central bubble colors x 2 patterns of change). Initial 
and final states for both internally and externally-driven change were identical. 
see Figure 1 for a sample set.

a

b.1

b.2

C

D

Figure 1. sample set of animations (selected frames) a-C – internally-driven change: a, 
b.1 – familiarization (experiment 1), C, b.2 - familiarization (experiment. 2), a, C - test 
(experiment 1 and 2; “correct” choices: C for experiment 1, a for experiment 2), D – ex-
emplar of animation for the externally-driven change condition
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Procedure

a pC-computer with a 17” lCD touch-screen with integrated 1.5 W stereo speak-
ers, run in 1280x1024 pixels resolution, was used. Children were tested in their schools 
in a separate room. First, they were taught how to use a touch-screen and accustomed 
to speaker-emitted instructions. after a simple introduction by the experimenter 
(“this is a special computer; you can touch the screen. It can also talk.”), nine familiar 
objects (flowers, fruits, and simple artifacts) were displayed on the screen and the 
child was asked through speakers to touch one of them. then the familiarization 
phase of the main procedure started. It consisted of four consecutive animations. 
the experimenter said “now I will ask you for something else. I will show you four 
movies. please watch them carefully but do nothing”. a 480x360 pixel window was 
opened randomly either on the left or right side of the screen, and the voice com-
mand “look!” was emitted. One second later, the first familiarization animation was 
displayed in the window. Depending on the condition, the animation was either of 
an internally or an externally-driven transformation. the initial color of the object 
and the color of the central bubble always matched (red-red or blue-blue). the second 
familiarization movie was displayed on the opposite side of the screen 2 seconds after 
the end of the first presentation, and it was also preceded by a “look!” command. the 
animation used in the second presentation involved a differently shaped object, but 
the color and change were preserved, so each child was familiarized for two shapes, 
but only one color scheme and one pattern of change. the next two familiarization 
trials were repetitions of the previous ones, except for presentation order and side 
(each of the two movies was shown once in the left and once in the right window). 

the test phase began with the experimenter’s instruction “now I will show you 
two more movies. Watch them carefully. One of them is not perfect. at the end 
the computer will ask you to do something so touch the screen to do that”. then 
the command “look!” was emitted, and two windows were opened concurrently 
(one on the left and one on the right side). an animation was shown in each of the 
windows. One of these animations was the same as one of the two familiarization 
movies, whereas the second one differed from it only in that the color of the final, 
centrally located bubble was changed and therefore did not match the object’s initial 
color (see Figure 1). One second after the object’s transformation was completed, 
the command “show the imperfect one!” was emitted from the speakers, marking 
the onset of reaction-time measurement. the final state images were displayed in 
both windows until the child made a decision, or for 15 seconds from the end of 
the voice command. reaction time and the choice were automatically recorded. 

Results 

the reaction was counted as “correct” if the child chose the movie with the new, 
not familiarized color scheme. twelve children (83%) in the internal-change condi-
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tion and 17 children (68%) in the external-change condition made correct choices. 
the internal-change group performed significantly above chance, while the result 
of the external-change group was not decisive (one-tailed exact binomial p < 0.001 
and p = 0.053 respectively). three children in the internal-change and 7 children in 
the external-change condition made incorrect choices. One subject in each group 
did not choose within 15 seconds. however the between-group difference in the 
proportion of correct choices against incorrect and no-choice was not significant 
(Fisher exact p = 0.29).

In order to test if internally-driven change facilitates access to representation of 
between-feature correspondence, we analyzed the reaction times of correct choices 
only. mean group rts for internal and external change (see Figure 2) were 4277 ms 
(2058), and 6155 ms (3709) respectively (standard deviations in parentheses). the 
difference was significant: t[24] = 1.86, p < 0.041, one-tailed. although it seems that 
children in both groups were (at least ultimately) able to code a correlation between 
the color of the initial object and the color of the central bubble at the end of the 
familiarization movies, nevertheless children in the internally-driven change group 
accessed this representation much more quickly.

 Experiment 2

experiment 1 showed that 4-year-olds presented with internally-driven change 
were able to access the representation of the correlation between initial and final 
state features much more quickly than those presented with an external-change 
condition. It is possible, however, that rather than using an abstract mechanism 
to deal with the feature succession, they relied on a more concrete one, such as 
“a red bubble should grow from the red object”. experiment 2 was designed to 
rule out this possibility. the procedure was the same as in experiment 1, except 
that the color scheme in the familiarization phase was intersected (red central 
bubble rising from/flying onto the blue initial object and vice versa). thus, the 
children’s task was now to associate two different colors. If in experiment 1 the 
subjects simply expected that the bubble growing from the initial object would be 
of the same color, the internal change should not facilitate the subject’s choices 
in the new design.

Method

Participants. sixty children from 5 preschools in Warsaw participated (mean 
age 4;7, range 3;8-5;7, 29 female, 31 male). none of the subjects had participated in 
experiment 1. thirty children were randomly assigned to the internal-change group, 
and 30 to the external-change group. Written informed consent was obtained from 
all participants’ parents before testing.

1 Degrees of freedom and t values are corrected for unequal variances in both experiments 1 and 2. all 
other test assumptions, including normality, were satisfied.
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Materials and procedure. the same materials and procedure as in experiment 1 
were used except that the animations presented in the familiarization phase exploited 
the intersected color scheme, i.e. animations starting with red initial objects ended 
with the blue central bubble and vice versa. the movie with matched colors was 
then the correct choice (non-fitting movie) in the test (see Figure 1).

Results and discussion

the results of experiment 2 almost exactly replicated those of experiment 1, 
except that an insignificantly larger fraction of the internal-change group failed to 
choose correctly (Chi2[1] = 0.50, p = 0.48 for internal change, and Chi2[1] = 0.46, 
p = 0.83 for external change; actual frequencies tested against assumed equal 
proportions in both experiments). twenty subjects (67%) in the internally-driven 
change condition made correct choices, 7 (23%) chose incorrectly, and 3 (10%) did 
not choose in the 15-second time limit. Corresponding numbers for the external-
change group were: 19 (63%), 8 (27%), and 3 (10%). again the internal-change group 
performed above chance (exact binomial p < 0.05), but the external-change group 
result was not significantly above chance level (p = 0.10) (again, the between-group 
difference was not significant, Fisher exact p = 0.99, two-tailed). group mean rts 
for correct choices were 3887 ms (SD = 1755) and 6271 ms (SD = 3452) for the 
internally-driven and externally-driven change condition, respectively, and the 

Figure 2. mean correct reaction times for internally-driven and external change groups 
(experiment 1 and experiment 2)
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difference was significant: t[26.21] = 2.70, p < 0.007. rts from both experiment 1 
and 2 are shown in Figure 2.

We compared rts of correct choices from experiments 1 and 2 in a 2(experi-
ment)x2(pattern of change)x2(gender) anOva. Once again a strong effect of the 
pattern of change was found (F[1;68] = 10.06, p < 0.003). no effects of experiment 
and gender or any interaction were found. a separate analysis also showed no ef-
fect or interaction of the specific set of animations used. Overall, the results clearly 
demonstrate that perception of internal change enhances integrated representation 
of two subsequent salient features of an object, even if the correspondence between 
features is arbitrary. 

General discussion and conclusion

Children in both experiments made much quicker decisions based on feature 
correlations in the internally-driven than in the external-change condition. these 
results strongly suggest that internal change triggers a mechanism that facilitates 
the formation of and/or access to a representation of feature correspondences. such 
a mechanism could be a part of at least the “sortal” and “placeholder” essentialist 
scheme (s. gelman, 2003) that allows people to track an object’s identity despite 
its change. let us now speculate about the possible role of such a mechanism in 
conceptual development, and especially in the domain of naïve biology.

people seem to use “naïve theories” – sets of interrelated causal beliefs that 
determine important properties of objects and between-feature correlations (mur-
phy & medin, 1985). Dynamic events evoke this kind of mechanism at a very early 
stage of cognitive development in at least two core domains: in the “mechanics” of 
physical bodies and in understanding of intentions (see baillargeon & Wang, 2002; 
gergely, nádasdy, Csibra, & biro, 1995; Woodward, 1998, for only a few examples). 
It is less clear whether children are able to infer biological features from dynamic 
events (although they recognize biological motion from the first year of life, see 
bertenthal, 1993). this is because animacy and intentionality are very closely related, 
especially from the child’s perspective. From infancy to adulthood self-initiated, 
goal-directed motion is the strongest cue for life attribution (Opfer & siegler, 2004, 
r. gelman, Durgin & Kaufman, 1995, scholl & tremoulet, 2000) and the structure 
of living objects (rakison, 2005). at the same time, events involving self-initiated, 
goal-directed movement are subject to intentional explanation (premack & premack, 
1995; scholl & tremoulet, 2000). Complex interrelations between biological and 
psychological explanations led some researchers (ranging from piaget, 1929, to 
Carey, 1985) to skepticism about the independent conceptualization of biology in 
young children. On the other hand, there is a good deal of research showing that 
from preschool age onwards people expect living things to have specific and caus-
ally bound sets of features, which is a hallmark of theory-based thinking. these sets 
include substance features, color, internal and external parts, as well as behavior (r. 
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gelman et al., 1995; s. gelman & Wellman, 1991; Keil et al., 1998; simons & Keil, 
1995). some of the properties of an animate object determine its individual and kind 
identity, while other properties are more prone to change. among the former are 
object origin and inner parts. the latter are surface properties. among the reasons 
why people essentialize objects and categories is tracking of an object’s individual 
(and kind) identity over sometimes radical transformations of surface form, size etc. 
While an object’s visible features are not random and indeterminate, they are not 
necessarily constant, so the object’s identity, or category, often cannot be derived 
from external properties only. assuming that there is some internal property that 
initiates and controls the change, and determines surface properties, allows us to 
solve this problem. that does not necessarily imply knowledge of any specific causal 
mechanism - an “essence” as a “placeholder” for an unknown causal relation (or 
even only for an object kind) is enough for inductive reasoning about an object’s 
features (gelman, 2003). Cross-cultural and developmental studies show that this 
way of conceptualizing natural kinds is quite common at least from preschool age 
(ahn et al., 2000; atran, 1998; Inagaki & hatano, 2002; tarlowski, 2006). recently 
newman, herrmann, Wynn, and Keil (2008) showed that 18-month-old infants link 
the pattern of self-generated motion to an object’s internal rather than external 
properties. however, no mechanism at the perceptual level, which promotes es-
sentialist thinking, has been proposed as yet. 

so far, however, we have clear evidence only for perceptual/attentional mecha-
nisms of “on-line” feature binding, but not yet for a conceptual mechanism that 
could be built upon it. some aspects require further research to clarify this issue. 
First, the animations used in the current study presented a continuous event that 
lasted less than 20 seconds. as opposed to this, natural biological change is slow, 
and it can hardly ever be observed as a continuous episode, but rather as a series 
of still images, often separated by a large time lag. perhaps there is a special repre-
sentational mechanism that integrates these still images into a “memory film”, but 
the present study did not approach this problem. another question is what aspect 
of internally-driven change facilitates the representation of feature correspondence. 
Is it, as we can expect from the essentialist hypothesis, an internal mechanism of 
change, or is it rather the object’s cohesion during the entire episode that perhaps 
makes integrative work easier, either through initial principles of knowledge about 
a physical object (spelke, 1990) or an attentional system for tracking objects and 
their representation in the form of object files (Kahneman, treisman, & gibbs, 1992; 
scholl, 2007)? although the results of experiment 2 provide some indirect support 
for the internal mechanism explanation, more direct tests could be required. In a 
separate study (haman, 2009) we have shown that the initial lack of an object’s 
cohesion in the external-change condition does not lead to longer processing 
time if there are no salient features to be bound. another test could consist of a 
comparison between two kinds of cohesive change: one with no visible cause, and 
one triggered by external intervention (e.g., a bar touching the object before the 
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bubble’s growth). also, if the mechanism under consideration is expected to sup-
port essentialist thinking, it would be important to show that it not only supports 
an object’s identification, but also allows transfer of the learned feature sequence 
to other objects that form a category. We also have some preliminary evidence for 
this (haman, 2009), even in 14-month-old infants (hernik & haman, 2010).

an extensive research program has just been designed to deal with the consid-
erations listed above. nevertheless the present study is the first demonstration that 
for children, the pattern of an object’s change is an important factor in detecting 
feature correlations and that this, in turn, could be a crucial part of theory-driven 
essentialist categorization. this mechanism, although not necessarily limited to 
living kinds, could be especially useful for the development of biological concepts 
alternative to motion- and intentionality-based ones.

extensive research by s. gelman and her collaborators (gelman, 1997, 2003; 
gelman et al., 1998) has documented the role of linguistic cues in the activation of 
essentialist beliefs. appropriate syntactic form and pragmatic context (e.g., generic 
statements in parents’ speech directed to preschoolers) led to the formation of kind-
based rather than episodic representation. Our study suggests that such linguistic 
and social mechanisms are also supported by some basic perceptual principles. 
nevertheless a lot of research is necessary to explicitly show a link between these 
two levels in concept acquisition.
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